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Introduction
Today’s offshore vessels and other marine vehicles operating in DP mode are equipped with
azimuth drives, propeller-rudders drives with or without nozzles, steerable nozzles and tunnel
thrusters to provide sufficient manoeuvring. Even when azimuth thrusters became very popular
and seem to be ideal drives to generate multi directional propulsion for DP, classical propulsion
still is strongly present on DP supported vessels. Beside the facts that conventional propeller –
rudder arrangements provide extraordinary performance regarding bollard pull, response times
and cruise behaviour, recently new approaches for further improvement of DP operation with
rudders were developed.
The choice for one solution or a combination of several ones should made with knowing the full
potential of each alternative and under consideration of compliance with the overall operational
requirements. For DP operation with high efficiency rudders the steering gear is often controlled
in a rather rough way, where relatively high corrections in rudder angle were applied. This leads
often to a generation of relatively high rudder forces, the vessel turns more than for predicted
position correction is necessary and followed by a similar counteraction in the opposite direction.
Result is a hysteresis in operation, which means unsteady work of main engine, increased energy
consumption due to large orbiting around a set position and permanent operation of the rudder
controls connected with higher wear on system components and related maintenance costs. This
present situation is mainly caused through a lack of information about general and current
performance of propulsion by the control system. For efficient assessment of rudder performance
it is essential to consider properties of different rudder types and profiles. These will perform
regarding generation of lateral forces and drag, start of separation, the maximum possible rudder
angle with much difference.
When there is the choice between different propulsion concepts, the rudder specification for DP
should contain magnitude of required maximum ahead thrust, lateral force and response time for
generating it. It is also recommendable to ensure that the control system is able to consider the
special properties of the chosen propulsion system.

Fig. 1: Vessel Operation Conditions
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Today DP systems have only an indirect feedback on applied manoeuvring forces via the motion
of the vessels that is influenced by its inertia and several disturbances. Using actual lift/drag
ration for specific rudder angles and pointing out achievable the maximum of lateral force for
certain conditions, will give the most direct information on the response of manoeuvring controls.
So the idea of direct measurement of forces for refinement of condition assessment was born in
discussions with offshore vessel operators and DP system manufacturers. Meanwhile the first
system was installed on a vessel has been installed for measurement as a first prototype on an
OCV, that provides rudder force to a DP system. The vessel will enter service until end of this
year.

Station keeping with rudders
Fundamental for understanding of the manoeuvring process with rudders is the knowledge about
hydrodynamic principals of lift and drag on marine control surfaces like rudders and steerable
nozzles. This means that there is no linear correlation between input parameter of an actuator and
the output resulting in an applied force. Different rudder types and profiles show different
relations between lift and drag with a global maximum of side force characterised by specific
development of coefficients of lift and drag for certain helm angles. So essential for assessment
and control of a certain type of rudder, is the knowledge about the lift-drag characteristic for zero
speed condition. Since rudders are usually designed for service speed conditions and class rules
are only available for force and moment calculation on these conditions, those data shall not be
used for assessment of station keeping performance. These often empirical developed equations
are quite conservative for safety reasons and what is more important: ship speed is used as one
major input, which results in force values valid only for a certain speed (service/maximum)
condition. A further important fact is that the combination of rudder and propeller has to be
understood as “the propulsor” that generates the manoeuvring force, as shown in the figure
below.

Fig. 2: Hydrodynamics of rudders
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Utilisation of main propulsor in DP operations
Probably the most elegant way of generating manoeuvring forces at the stern seems to direct main
propulsion in different direction for instance realised by azimuth drives like azipods and azimuth
thrusters. Even if these concepts become famous some years ago, they show some disadvantages
for instance in course keeping capability at service speed, limited delivered power and high
maintenance cost.
Classical propeller-rudder arrangements were often used to generate longitudinal forces in
positive or negative direction on helm angle 0° without any contribution of the rudder. Lateral
forces were applied by remarkable installed power of tunnel thrusters. The resulting stern
manoeuvring vector in angle and magnitude is controlled by adjusting the orthogonal thrust
vectors of the main propulsor and the tunnel thrusters. This requires detailed knowledge about the
capabilities of the applicable thrust depending on the used control parameter like RPM or pitch.
Using rudders to generate lateral forces is more challenging task due to consideration of
hydrodynamic properties in combination with the ahead thrust generation of the main propeller.
Maybe this is the reason why this concept is more applied on vessels with lower requirements on
station keeping and for higher demands the above mentioned concept without rudder support is
used. However, high performance rudders are able to convert more than forty percent of the
bollard pull thrust into lateral force. This gives the possibility to reduce stern tunnel thrust
capacity or remove a thruster in the case more than one is installed. This reduces investment cost
just by using knowledge and some additional software routines. Like any hydrodynamic control
surface a rudder provides a lift maximum which characterises the point where stall occurs.
Applying more helm leads to decreased lateral force and further increased drag. The drag is the
parameter that reduces the ahead thrust component. Both effects can be displayed in a thrust
vector diagram showing the manoeuvring force vector for one propeller on certain rudder angles.

Fig. 3: Bollard poll thrust vector diagram of a Schilling rudder for steady conditions
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Since there is always a remaining ahead thrust component it has to be compensated by the second
propeller pulling astern. So it is mandatory to monitor or provide accurate modelling of thrust and
drag for compensation. In many cases offshore vessels are equipped with nozzles in respect of
improving the bollard pull properties. Usually the thrust improvement works due to the nozzle
profile design in one direction better, which means that the astern pulling propeller generates only
about 60% of the thrust of a nozzle and propeller pulling ahead. On a vessel equipped with
nozzles and conventional rudders one has to be aware that maximum lateral force for station
keeping can`t be achieved for station keeping, due to the astern propeller is not able to
compensate the remaining ahead thrust.
All these concepts require quite high capability on controllability of the main propulsors, which is
commonly realised by electric drives or controllable pitch propellers.

High-Performance Rudder
There are quite a lot of concepts available that intend to increase lift properties of rudders to
achieve a later separation, increase slope of lift curve, lift/drag ratio and magnitude of maximum
lift. These approaches can be classified in those trying to optimise the profile chord section and
those using mechanical extensions for additional utilisation of hydrodynamic effects to enhance
lift characteristic.

Fig.4: Principals of high lift rudder (Molland/Turnock 2007)
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In the following the most common two principals of Schilling and flap rudders were explained
more in detail:
Schilling
This type of rudder provides a so called fishtail cord section, that delays stall point. The hollow
profile type of the schilling rudder allows effective rudder angles up to 70° with recommendable
ahead thrust elimination. The tail geometry provides a stabilising force that gives a positive effect
on the course keeping performance and reduces rudder hunting tendency. The single piece design
without moving parts - that do not have to be maintained - is especially chosen when simple and
effective solutions are preferred.

Fig. 5: Example and principal of Schilling rudder

Flap Rudders
The flap rudder principal provides a mechanically driven flap, which cause at laid rudder an
additional deviation on the trailing edge by a linkage mechanism. This represents an artificial
camber of the profile - similar to that of an airfoil - generating lift or a lateral force. Compared to
other profiles it shows a much better lift/drag ratio, that means on lower rudder angles (e.g. for
course keeping) less drag is generated and less fuel is consumed. More important for e.g. station
keeping is the fact that on 45° rudder angle the flap deviation is about 90°, which provides in
combination with large chord length extra ordinary ahead thrust elimination and side force
generation.
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Fig. 6: Example and principal of flap rudders

New developments on high performance manoeuvring
Force measurement
Modern computerized navigation and positioning systems use rather general output signals to
operate the rudder controls for manoeuvring of a vessel. Reason for this is the fact, that the
generated rudder force for specific rudder angles is not available to the system. A prediction of
the reaction forces for specific rudder angles fails, because of the different influences of
disturbances such as wind, speed, drift, with a vast number of possible combinations of these that
can not be determined in advance. The current position and motion is due to inertia of the vessel a
more indirect parameter with delayed response, which makes it quite difficult control the vessel.
This results often in a continuously moving rudder on DP operation mode. Relatively larger
rudder angles were applied to cause a counter reaction, which leads to high fuel consumption and
wear by intensive unsteady operation of prime mover and steering gears. The vessel actually
moves in a kind of hysteresis loop around the set position.
To improve the manoeuvrability at support of computerized systems there is the need for in-time,
direct measurement of rudder reaction forces, which currently allows a determination of
generated lift and resistance. For this purpose, a force measuring arrangement was developed,
which is able to determine rudder force vectors in the direction and magnitude. By using the
current rudder force as input parameter for a DP system, the manoeuvring hysteresis can be
significantly reduced. In a first approach the rudder force measurement arrangement will be
applied on full spade rudders, because these rudders provide - in contrast to semi spade rudders a mechanically explicit determined system. For the communication to the DP system an interface
is necessary to process the measured force values, transfer these from rudder coordinate system to
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the vessels coordinate system and a submit the actual forces to the DP system (BIMS). The DP
system should provide a rudder force interface component (RUF) to implement the received force
data for improving adjustments in operations.

Fig. 7:

Function plan of integrated DP rudder force measurement system
(Kongsberg/Becker 2011)

Steerable Nozzles
Nozzles are well introduced since decades to improve propeller efficiency for vessels on slow and
medium speed. The most common type is a fixed nozzle in combination with a rudder or flap
rudder behind. This arrangement provides advantages regarding vibrations due to the robust
support where the nozzle is connected to the ship structure and allows a small gap between nozzle
and propeller, which leads to better efficiency and less tip vortices. The steerable nozzle shows a
much better manoeuvring performance with generation of higher lateral forces. The space needed
for the whole propulsion arrangement is much less providing efficiency gains by placing the
propeller more rearwards in direct comparison to the fixed nozzle. State of the art steerable
nozzles are equipped with a lower heel pintle to ensure reliable support, which generates
additional drag and is much more unfavourable for twin screw vessels. For this reason the
steerable nozzle isn’t very common on vessels today.
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Fig. 8: Left: fixed nozzle and flap rudder; right: conventional steerable nozzle with movable flap
From intensive discussions with ship designers and operators the idea of a new nozzle
arrangement was developed to combine the advantages of the outstanding manoeuvring capability
of the steerable nozzle with the efficiency and reliability of the fixed one. The new system should
provide following properties:







Design without heel pintle and heel wing
Alternative arrangement to a slim forged rudder shaft
Reliable and stable support
Reduced vibrations
Same or better maintainability as conventional systems
Same or less costs than state of the art solutions

Regarding manoeuvring and safety aspects following requirements were explicit appointed:






Improved manoeuvrability
Improved generation of lateral force
Same or better bollard pull conditions
Reduced rudder action for DP and course keeping
 energy saving, less maintenance
Quicker manoeuvring response than azimuth thrusters

To meet this requirements a new generation of steerable nozzles were developed, providing a full
spade design, equipped with a movable flap and a new for bollard pull optimised nozzle profile.
The nozzle profile at the inner diameter is in the propeller plane area spherical cambered and
adapted to the propeller blade tips, in that way that the gap remains nearly constant when helm is
applied up to 8° or propeller pitch is changed.
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Fig.9 : New design of Becker Steerable Nozzle (Becker 2012)
CFD-investigations and model tests validate a more than seven percent higher bollard pull
performance compared to a fixed 19A nozzle at 0° rudder/nozzle angle of same propeller
diameter. Remarkable is the much higher lateral thrust generation of steerable nozzle and better
ahead thrust elimination on high angles due to much more delay stall point and good attached
flow. These both effects in combination lead to an overall manoeuvring thrust vector in angle
more than 2 times larger compared to the fixed nozzle/rudder arrangement. In cruise condition the
investigation shows large savings on removing the heel support, which drag eliminates up to 50%
of the additional thrust generated by the nozzle.

Fig. 10: Thrust vector diagram in bollard pull condition of fixed and steerable nozzle,
left side comparison of lift/thrust coefficients between experiment and CFD (doted lines)
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For reasons to achieve a less disturbed inflow on the nozzle it is useful to place it as far away
from vessels hull influence as possible. Of course there are some structural and operational
restrictions limiting this approach. To balance these requirements three general case were
developed:
1. Fixed nozzle with conventional
rudder arrangement
2. Steerable nozzle with flap trailing
edge on same position as the
trailing edge of the rudder of an
fixed nozzle arrangement
3. Steerable nozzle with a turning
axis on same position as the
rudder axis of the fixed nozzle
arrangement
Fig. 11: Variation of nozzle positions
Compared to a fixed nozzle plus rudder, the steerable nozzles arrangements of case 2 and 3 have
a potential of shift back distance from about 25% to 50% of the propeller diameter, pending on
the rudder size used for the fixed nozzle arrangement. Case 3 is applicable when there are no
restrictions regarding chain or cable handling. It allows a shift back of min. 50% to 65% of
propeller diameter to the rotation axis of the former rudder position. The additional advantages of
possible increase of propeller diameter have not been considered yet.
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